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The occurrence characteristic of nighttime Pi2 micro
pulsations at Kodaikanal (geogr. lat: 10° 14' N; dip: 3.50 N) 
is studied from normal run magnetogram data for a l-yr 
pedod from January to December 1973. It is noticed that the 
occurrence of Pi2 pulsations is a broad maximum around 
local midnight. The dependence of the occurrence of Pi2 
pulsations on magnetic activity is of composite nature in that 
the occurrence is positively correlated with K" index in the 
range 0+ to 2, and negatively correlated with K'J) index in the 
range 2 to 5. 

IRREGULAR PULSATIONS in geomagnetic field have 
been studied for more than half-a-century under 
various names ever since it was noticed as a charac
teristic pulsation at the start of a geomagnetic bay by 
Angenheisterl . The nomenclature for geomagnetic 
micropulsations is now standardized:? and irregular 
damped oscillations in geomagnetic field with periods 
in the range 40-150 sec are designated as Pi2 (Pi2 
corresponds to PI adopted by the 10th committee of 
rAGA in 1957). Earlier work on PiZ pulsations has 
been reviewed by Jacobs and WestphaP and Troit
skaya4 and on micropulsations in general by CampbeI15 
(for the period 1969-71). It is now more or less 

(If\tII'''''i!wd t It:!! Pi}, llli<'Toplllsat ions occur more 
III'qll1'llIlv dllllll/~ lIil~htljllW wil h a maximum just 
ht"()H' 1111 1lll!lIdllll'.ht 1111d ils amplitude is dependent 
(111 111111111\1' \\llh II II111Xil1ll1l11 at the auroral latitudes. 
Thl'dotillllHII! pn Illd III' l'I~') Illil'roplllsaliol1s is, how
cv,"', iodqll'wklli 01' 111111111\(' :.Ic~.'ording to most 
in Yl'st i l~iI (() I ~i, 

ContilllltHIS phOII11!l'lIphll' I\'\',,,dinl'. of the N, Z 
and D of till' l',\'lllll.ql,lIdk Held h helllj', dOlle at this 
institute with till' '.11 ('our lillll Wat:.oll variOllletcrs 
calibrated with qll;trl1. hllJizllfllnl m:II:lldomdl'l" 

(QHM) and magnetic :l.l'1'O hulllll\'{1 (HMZ) and l'>llppk
mented with a proton pn'\'~t'N~ioll 1111lI',IlI'!olllCk'r. In 
this communication WI.' pn'sl'lll till' n·slllts or our 
study on nighttime (I 80(H)600 hI'S) I'i) 11iinol'1Ilsa

tions (in H component) oyer a period of' I yr (Jall,-I kl'. 
1973) at Kodaikanal (geogr. lat: W' I,f') !lsi IIf, Il( 11111<11 

run magnetogram data (from Watsoll variol1wkr : S<.'n

sitivity 6"4 y-ll·4 y/cm, chart speed IS 111Ill/ht), It is 
to be emphasized that our recording sysktll is not 
ideally suited for the study of micropulsatiolls ill view 
of its low sensitivity and low time resolution. However, 
we have noticed from careful visual examination of (he 
magnetograms that they are adequate for the study of 
Pi2 micropulsations, especially their occurrence. With 
this understanding our analysis mainly consisted in 
noting down the time of occurrence of the Pi2 pulsa
tions from careful visual examination of the magneto
grams. From this data the occurrence of Pi2 micro
pulsations in relation to local time during night and 
level of magnetic activity is studied and the results 
are presented in the following. In view of the low 
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Fig. 1 - Occurrence characteristics of nighttime l'i2 l1Iicro
pulsations at Kodaikanal: (a) local time variatjons; and 

(b) variation with K l ) index 
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senSItiVIty of the system we have been able to take 
into consideration only those Pi2 micropulsations 
whose amplitude is greater than at least 1 y so that it 
can be identified visually. 

In Fig. I (a) is shown the distribution of the 
occurrence of Pi2 micropulsations against local time 
during ilight (1800-0600 hrs). It is evident that the 
occurrence is a broad maximum around midnight. 
This observation is in conformity with the more or less 
established feature Of nighttime Pi2 micropulsations. 
Several theories have been propounded for the 
generation of Pi2 micropulsations6- 1o . Saito and 
Matsushita8 suggested that Pi2 peak occurrence time 
may be closely related to the deflection angle of the 
magneto tail axis with respect to the sun-earth line, 

- which is conditioned by the solar wind. Smithll 
calculated the solar wind streaming angle variation of 
the solar wind proton pressure, which determines the 
occurrence of Pi2, for both high and low Kp (magne
tic planetary index) and showed that it is 1880 during 
low Kp and 1650 during high Kp, measured positive 
eaS'tward from the sun-earth line. 

To infer the dependence of the occurrence of Pi2 
micropulsations on the level of magnetic activity, the 
3 hr Kp index has been assigned to all the events 
observed and variation of the Pi2 pulsation occurrence 
with Kp index is shown in Fig. 1 (b). It is interesting 
to note that the Pi2 occurrence shows positive corre
lation with Kp index from 0+ to 2 and negative corre
lation with Kp index from 2 to 5. A consideration of 
the above result in the light of earlier work indicates 
a latitudinal dependence of the occurrence of Pi 
micropulsations in relation to the level of magnetic 
activity. To elaborate, Kannangara and Fernando12 

and Ishikara13 reported a positive correlation between 
the occurrence of Pi2 micropulsations and Kp index 
for Colombo (geogr. lat : 6°54'N) and Istanbul 
(geogr. lat : 41 °03' N), respectively. On the other 
hand, Sarma14 and Smithll reported the dependence 
of Pi2 micropulsations occurrence on Kp index to be 
of a composite nature for Hyderabad (geogr. lat : 
17° 25'N), Memambetsu (geogr. lat: 53° 54'N) and 
Wingst (geogr. lat: 53° 45' N) stations, respectively. 
A comprehensive analysis of Pi2 micropulsatioDs at a 
number of stations covering a wide latitude range for 
a specific period will throw more light On this 
characteristic of Pi2 micropulsations. 
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